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Thinking about this, Taotie was also a bit puzzled, the Dragon Sect personally recruited

ah, such a great honor, not anyone can have it if they want it, but thinking about the

brilliant battle record of these two people, Taotie did not say anything, the strength of

these two people, is really not ordinary people can compare with!

Just look at it now, directly killing two elders of the Thousand Sects, is
powerful not weak, but also both are Grand Masters!

As for the heartache? Taotie thinks Yuan Wu might be heartbroken, but he
won't be at all! How many clans hid their work back then, and there were even some that

didn't work, you want him to be heartbroken? What would he be heartbroken about?

"This matter if you do not report to us, we may not really know, but you
wait a little? Lu Pai Xi Wu Wu Lu Yi Shan? The other three guardians are on their way, so
the four of us will discuss our response then!" Taotie said soothingly, while also saying oh:
"These two people we were going to recruit, but they have been slow to give us

information! And let me ask you, did your Thousand Clans deliberately go against the two
of them in order to stand up for the Bastard Blade Sect?"

As soon as these words were asked, Qian Xing Chen instantly blushed a

little, before he thought that Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren might not be too powerful, so he

didn't enjoin Qian He and Qian Hai too much towards Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren.

Perhaps this is where things went wrong ......



"At a glance, I can tell that you guys are the ones holding the pride." Taotie
sneered, then said attentively to Qian Xingchen, "Tell your Thousand Clans not to mess

around, forget about the two deaths, don't die too many. Some news can't be blocked,
you don't know now, but you might know when you go to the East. The strength of these

two is one rank higher than ours now, at least mid Grand Master! Otherwise, do you think
Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren could have collapsed the Church's underpinnings inside its dojo?
If we were only this strong, do you dare to say that your Thousand Patriarchs would dare

to go to the West and be so rampant? Not to mention that Western Europe is the Church's
dojo, there are some kingdoms that are protected by the M. O M, you were involved in the
great war back then, forgetting how powerful they are? There is also the fact that back

then we were only fighting against the second and third generation, now they are all

developing the fourth generation, and Lin Hao? A total victory!"

Hearing this, Qian Xingchen's heart instantly felt like it was filled with cold

water, and his whole body was not well!

The Taotie Zhen Gu's words made him think clearly about a lot of things,
very very many things, before he didn't think Lin Hao Jun Wu Ren was capable of

anything, now it seems that the two of them might be the ceiling of combat power, one
rank higher than the other doors, that is the Grand Master what strength?

The mid-term ah, and just now Taotie town guard words are what means?

A conservative estimate, that means it is possible that they are already at

the peak of the middle stage of Grand Master, such a combat power. He was also very

afraid, and I was afraid that together with the entire Thousand Clans, it might be possible

to deal with the two of them, right?



The two young people that he did not see before are now more powerful
than the entire Thousand Sects of other sects. Thousand Xingchen had a sense of

frustration for a while, for so many years, as proud as he was, in front of Lin Hao and Jun

Wuhuo, he also felt that he was just like that ...... himself, so what about his son?

Oh ......

Then again, under this era, perhaps the new generation will no longer have

the means to break through the Grand Master, right? At least his son won't have a
chance ......

Has the time really come?

The final point of the High Martial Age, or rather the final glory! The world
pattern is really slowly changing, history does not lie, it turns out that when these two

rise to power, it has already opened the signs of the changing times, only many people do

not believe, and do not want to believe, after all, these two people are only the heirs of

the four secular families, the family of the family only, compared to them, much

weaker ......

Chapter 1642

Qian Xing Chen was helpless and waited for the other town guards to arrive.

Seeing Qian Xingchen look like this, Taotie is not talking, smart people are

like this, as long as a little mention, he can completely understand the meaning of the

sentence, unlike some stupid people, say too much, he will not be clear ......



Not long after the three major town guards flew in.

Aisisi zero dye ground er ground? Yuan Wu looked at the two and inquired

to Qian Xing Chen, "Did Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren really kill the two elders of the

Thousand Clans?"

Qian Xingchen was still in shock, and after being questioned by Yuan Wu,
he didn't dare to be a bit slack, within the four great town guards, Yuan Wu was the only

one who was the worst to talk to.

"Yes, Thousand Thunder and Thousand Sea. You even reprimanded

Qianhai, saying that his character was too rigid. Qian Lei was involved in the border war

back then." Qian Xingchen introduced the two men and said.

Yuan Wu and others also began to recall, inside their minds also recalled

the images of Qian Lei and Qian Hai, especially Qin Long, the image of Qian Lei is

particularly clear, as if the battle of the ages happened before their eyes that year, Qin
Long could not help but sigh ......

After all, he was the one who presided over the great battle that year, and
he was the one who ordered the troops and laid out the formations.

So very many people he was familiar with, only to die now ......



Qin Long sighed once again and looked towards Yuan Wu, he wanted to see
how Yuan Wu should handle this matter.

"Kill it, just kill it, anyway it's useless to keep it, back then the great war

thousand clan out of work, I remember thousand thunder out of work was later punished,
instead of not being able to repay the motherland, it's better to die early! And so many

years down the line, he has done a lot of things for your Thousand Clans to hurt the

heaven and earth, is considered to be on trial." Yuan Wu said lightly, once this statement

was made, the other four people in the room all looked at Yuan Wu for a moment, so two
Grand Masters died and nothing happened to the two of them?

"Yuan Wu town guard, is this too a little unjustified, although the two of

them are very strong, but ......"

Qian Xingchen's mind spun rapidly, the death of two people he was

heartbroken, but if for no reason directly dead, no value at all in exchange, that is really
heartbroken. Not afraid of people dying, but afraid of people dying without any value at

all ......

Yuan Wu twisted around to look at Qian Xing Chen and grinned: "You also

know that they are strong? But do you know how strong they are?"

Once these words came out, it wasn't just Qian Xingchen who got serious,
the other three also looked towards Yuan Wu, taking it seriously and waiting for Yuan

Wu's voice.



Yuan Wu looked at the crowd's looks and laughed coldly in his heart, but
didn't make more mocking remarks, instead he said directly, "Lin Hao's strength isn't just
the peak of the middle Grand Master on the surface, he explodes out and is extremely

strong! And there is no such thing as being there, inside the Pope's dojo in Western

Europe, Lin Hao could even shake the Pope hard and make the Pope beg him, so think

about it, just how strong is he? Back then, when we fought against the Mechanical Legion

of M, it was the Chinese dojo that we used, otherwise they suppressed us by a level, how
could we just end up winning badly? So the importance of being there pales in

comparison to his strength."

At these words, Yang Hu looked at Yuan Wu and stared at him with a

deadly stare, so strong? The terrifying nature of the dojo was something he knew, and
Yuan Wu was right, back then if he hadn't made use of the Chinese dojo, how could he

have managed to win in the end? I'm afraid they would all have been beaten inside the

gates of the country by the mechanical legions ......

A person who can fight the strongest inside someone else's dojo without

the help of a dojo, if Yuan Wu's guess is wrong and he can also use a dojo in China,
wouldn't it be even more terrifying? Beyond the strength of the peak of the middle stage

of the Grand Master?
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This ......

How terrifying would this be?

Yang Hu did not dare to think about it, Taotie did not dare to think about

it.



Thousand Starry Star became scared straight away!

Qian Xingchen's mouth was slightly open, and for a moment he actually

did not know how to speak again.

When Yuan Wu looked at Qian Xing Chen's appearance, he naturally knew
that this person no longer had the heart to dare to take advantage of the Thousand
Thunder Thousand Rain incident to lash out.

It was just that now that Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren had been killing and
killing, how was he supposed to explain to the crowd?

And they were late in coming to the Dragon Gate, such a violent reaction

under fear he was able to suppress for a while, but in the long run, it was bound to

backfire ah.

Qian Xingchen's face was pale as he looked at the direction of the Baba

Sect, all his calculations in his mind had fallen through.

The plan that he had planned out of the gate was now empty, and perhaps

the entire Thousand Clans would be in a state of panic next. The thousand-year heritage
of the Thousand Clans cannot be broken in one's own hands.



"Could this be the power of the times? Is my Thousand Clans, at the end of

the High Martial Era, going to perish? How is this possible?" Qian Xingchen muttered,
speaking in such a small voice that no one else could hear him. After all, he was also a

Grand Master strength, and not a weak one, belonging to the early top group, otherwise
how could he possibly sit in the Thousand Clans?

"The four subdued guards, but are they just going to let Lin Hao and Jun

Wuhuai go on unchecked? My Thousand Sect still has two elders in their hands who

haven't fallen today, but that doesn't mean that they won't fall next, ah, after all, the two
of them killing a Grand Patriarch is as easy as killing a chicken. Oh, when did a Grand

Master above an Innate Patriarch get killed just like killing a chicken, what kind of

situation is this? What year? Fuyang Fuyang Wu Fuyang West Closed? Is the generation

so chaotic? Is the law chaotic?" Qian Xingchen said in a low voice, there was pity in it.

Yuan Wu waved his hand, unwilling to see Qian Xing Chen acting again,
"You go back first, I'm going to Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, as for the remaining two people

are dead or alive, depending on their fate, as for how it will end, no one can predict. The
other thing is, you don't have to cry like a mourner, for your Thousand Clans, the death of
two or three people is not a big deal, besides, the ancient prison battle, the Dragon Sect is

the head, the other Chinese forces, even if they are powerful, dare to fight over it

casually?"

Yuan Wu said and finally glanced at Qian Xing Chen.

Qian Xing Chen could hear that this was Yuan Wu's warning, his face
turned to a flat expression, and after arching his hand and making a bow, he begged to

Yuan Wu, "Please also ask Zhen Gu of Yuan Wu to make sure to save Qian He and Qian

Lei."



Yuan Wu nodded his head, there were many things to say between people

who understood, and did not need to mention too much, otherwise it would seem boring.

And Qian Xing Chen also knew Yuan Wu's bottom line, whether four or six
or even eight of the Thousand Clans died, in his Yuan Wu's eyes, in the eyes of the Dragon
Sect, it was nothing! Because there are only eight Grand Masters of the Thousand Clans

who have been drafted, and any strength outside of this eight quota dies, as long as it

does not hurt the Dragon Sect's quota indicator, then nothing will happen ......

On the way back, Qian Xingchen looked back at the four town guards with

slight despair, and then went away with his sword.

"The Dragon Sect, a big mountain is the existence that presses the martial

world to breathe, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren Lock represent only individuals forever too,
individuals, what if they fight against a kingdom? And what is our Thousand Clans,
scheming great plans in front of these people?"

In an instant a thousand Xingchen as if aged five hundred years, the back is
pale and incomparable ......
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Yuan Wu looked at the other three town guards and Yang Hu said.

"What the hell is wrong with these two?" Yang Hu's words were not in a

very friendly tone, "We recruited them, but even if they don't come, they are still going on
a killing spree? Now that the big event is approaching, they are not too good at judging



the situation when they are depleting their powerful and non-renewable power. Or do
they think that with just the two of them, they can withstand the whole world?"

Taotie had become much wiser now, and he was now staying out of these

matters.When Yang Hu finished speaking, he also glanced at Taotie and found that Taotie
looked like he didn't ask questions about the world, his eyes flashed with a hint of

surprise, but he didn't linger much, instead he looked at Yuan Wu and Qin Long.

Qin Long is not surprised, now into this situation, expected things, in fact,
he also heard shocked Lin Hao and even no one two real strength, after all, so strong, if
the year and so two people in, I'm afraid that year can destroy the M mechanical

army ......

The reason why Qin Long seems to have a low fighting spirit is because he
feels that his talent has reached a certain point and it is difficult to go deeper any more!
All these years, its mind is not too put on cultivation, but many other things, but now Lin

Hao and Jun Wu Regret and Yuan Wu break the shackles and exceed the limit, at this time,
Qin Long looked back and found that others are actively preparing, only himself, for a
time, there is a feeling that the clown is actually himself ......

Inevitably, his mind was a little bad.

And coupled with the increasingly powerful M, at that point in the year

above, if you can defeat M's mechanical army in one fell swoop, for Qin Long, is the most

beautiful moment, now well, decades of technical homework, found not a hint of progress,
now although is captured back a mechanical army? The steel wings of the M4000, but
what?



The first time, it was like the last straw that crushed the camel, plus all
kinds of corruption within the Dragon Gate over the years, as if the dike had broken some,
directly made the Qin Long fall into a deep despair.

After all, he was once a top-level powerhouse! This Dragon Sect was

originally supported by him.

Yuan Wu clearly felt the changes in any of them, the four great town
guards back then, now each had something to think about, not the same as before.

There was nothing Yuan Wu could do about it, after all, when the balance

was broken, it was no longer easy to find a new balance out.

Back then we were all on the same page, all almost as powerful, all the
most powerful in China. And now? Everyone has broken through to Grand Master,
especially Taotie and Yang Hu, who both broke through to Grand Master instantly. The
Steel Wings T4000 that Lin Hao sent back once again struck a heavy blow to his heart,
several layers of blows, directly causing the last line of defense of his heart to collapse.

Yuan Wu didn't have much to say, nor could he comfort him. As Yang Hu

said, the great war is underway, where is there so much time to balance the relationship

again? Everyone was going in, and those who stopped moving forward, at this time, were
naturally in a broken state of mind.

Yuan Wu replied: "This matter, we go together to see them then, let's say,
this time in how to decide, there is no use, after all, we decided first in the previous very

popular, but put on them, there is really some anachronism ......"
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Qin Long nodded, Taotie glanced at Qin Long, looked at Yang Hu and said with a light

smile, "Brother Yang, nowadays it is not just a matter of delaying or not, it has come to

this point, there is not much use in earning another day or night, and for so many years,
you do not seem to have gone out of the world, how about taking this opportunity to go

out for a walk? We have to keep our mission in mind, ah."

Qin Long also spoke up and said, "Yes, it's been many years since I've gone
out and walked around, it's time to make a statement."

Yang Hu instantly lost his voice, he thought? Lu Fu Yi Ai Wu Pai Dyeing?
This time to go out to deal with some mundane world inside the matter is very delayed,
but in the face of so many people's common persuasion, a time Yang Hu also had to

stiffen his head nodded, only to look at Qin Long's eyes a little strange.

What was wrong with Qin Long? There was no more personal subjective

opinion at all, he either listened to Yuanwu or made up for it, where was he as a leader
back then?

What had Qin Long gone through in these decades? How could he have

become like this, like a stranger, very strange to people. Where was that big brother back

then?



Yang Hu felt for a moment that there was no longer the feeling between the
four of them back then. Exactly why, Yang Hu thought repeatedly but did not have a sure

answer, so he had to follow them without words, towards Lin Hao.

As to why there is a fierce this feeling, Yang Hu short time to ponder out,
he is ready to wait to go back, quietly, thinking about the decades of change, China,
Dragon Gate, these his beliefs, now he himself do not know how to face ......

The four of them headed in the direction of the Hegemony Blade Sect.

Qian He looked up at Lin Hao, Qian Yu Qian Hai fell directly, if he could
not say something, he would also die directly, which made Qian He had to go serious ......

Lin Hao wiped his hands, Qian Yu and Qian Hai are not weak, the strength
of the Grand Master, blood splattered on the spot, naturally can not be like some

curmudgeons, the blood can not stick to his body.

"What do you have to say? If there is no news we want, perhaps you can

just go and die ......"

Jun Wu Ren nodded: "This person's strength is the third among the three,
there shouldn't be any favorable information, so why not just kill him and save wasting

your breath ......"



When Qianhe heard this, he trembled with fear and immediately spoke, "I
do, I do! I know a lot of things!"

Lin Haojun had no regrets and smiled at each other.

He said indifferently, "Then let us hear what use it will be to us."

Qian He looked at Qian Lei and found that Qian Lei was also looking at him,
Qian Lei was puzzled, did Senior Brother Qian He know more than Senior Brother Qian

Yu? But that wasn't quite true, Senior Brother Qian Yu's status was much higher than his,
and the secrets he had access to were definitely much more than Qian He's, ah.

Just looking at the way Qian He swore so much, Qian Lei couldn't help but
feel some anticipation, but of course the glimmer of anticipation that had just risen, the
next moment directly became deep fear, he found out that if Qian He really said

something confidential and he heard it, would he not be in trouble of killing himself?

At this moment, Qian Lei, is really afraid, afraid to the bone, afraid of the

slightest wind blowing, let himself perish, he had to be afraid, ah, Lin Hao Jun

remorselessly directly pinched his own two senior brothers, or a thousand clan's senior
brothers, and the distress signal can not be sent out, and even he was thinking, if sent out,
from time to time, how many come, how many dead ah?

Chapter 1646

Thousand River swallowed his saliva, his heart incomparably apprehensive, he heard all

this news, if this were to get out, I'm afraid that the Thousand Clans would have to perish



outright. It just seemed that even if this news was exposed, it didn't seem like much was

going on? After all, there were some clans in the Dao Sect that were doing the same.

Thousand River said tremblingly, ''Many people have died throughout the

martial world over the years. In fact, it was none of that, but someone did it deliberately,
it used to be through Cang's means, then when Cang died, the Thousand Clans, the
Mountain Moving Clan, the Yuehai Sect, the Dao Sect and others secretly organised their

own means and started hunting some of the clan's inheritances. And within these

inheritances, it seems to be related to one thing, information from the last era."

As Lin Hao smiled, his eyes grew ghostly cold and a terrifying aura spread

out, Qian He hurriedly raised his head to look at Lin Hao and found that Lin Hao's
complexion had changed, so that meant that the information he was talking about was

useful! As for why Lin Hao suddenly looked dark and cold and emitted his aura, these had
nothing to do with him, his heart now breathed a sigh of relief, very comfortable, the big
stone hanging in his heart finally fell ......

No need to die ......

Jun Wu Ren clenched his fist, endless monstrous flames of anger generated.
There are people behind Cang? These people are still big clans like the Thousand Clans?

What is the purpose of their secretly supporting Cang?

A message from a previous era?



Era again!

The Age of End Times, the Age of High Martial Arts, the Age of
Technological Civilization, what did they use to overdo the transition between them?

Perhaps that's what the group was looking for?

Or again, not?

It seemed that there was information about the Era inside the Dragon Sect
that they, Lin Hao, made sure to look at, and not just the Dragon Sect, but the other sects
too!

Of course at this moment, there was more killing intent in Jun Wu Ren's
heart! I used to think that Cang was a life-and-death enemy, but now it seemed that Cang

was just a hitman put out by some people! And behind Cang stood a group of people who

were playing a very big game of chess, and the people who were playing this chess were

the martial arts community!

"Brother Lin! It seems that following you together is destined by heaven!
Haha!" Jun Wu Ren suddenly laughed loudly, arrogantly hysterical and heartlessly!

Lin Hao was silent, looking towards the east, those mysteries, a lot more

had been uncovered, the feud that he thought was over before, but now it seemed that it

had only just begun!



However, Lin Hao began to fall into deep thought, when he rose to power,
he drew on the strength of many people! Should these things be returned?

Surely they should be returned?

However, this group of people, seemed to be the ones behind the death of

their family, so how was this account to be settled?

Lin Hao's brain storm? The next moment, Lin Hao's brain stormed? Up,
suddenly the next moment, Lin Hao smiled.

Yes, these two merits and demerits offset, then the martial arts world for

their help, equal to useless!

Not only was it useless, but they owed them a lot!

After having this thought, Lin Hao's heart was relieved!

In the past, he had felt that he owed a lot of people, but now it seemed that

he didn't owe these people anything, but rather these people owed him a lot!



"Brother Jun, there are some things that it seems we have only just come

into contact with, haha, haha!" Lin Hao also let out a loud, rampant laugh.

It made Qian Lei and Qian He tremble all over, especially Qian Lei, he had
no idea why these two people were suddenly like this, why they were laughing out loud,
but there was no joy, it gave a feeling of sadness in heaven and earth, what were they
laughing at?

Thousand river heart of celebration at this moment, directly disappear, the
whole person is in fear ......
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Seems to have said the wrong thing himself ......

"The two of you said something that helped us quite well, your little lives
were saved, but relatively you know that just because you survived under our hands

doesn't mean that you are absolutely safe." Jun Wu Ren looked at the duo and said with

an indifferent expression, actually trembling inside.

This duo told? Shan Yi closed er Di zero love? Their news was simply too

important, allowing the duo to be more and more exposed to the inner core secrets of the

High Martial Era.

Lin Hao looked into the distance, four people came in the distance, three
Grand Masters and one Innate Master, none of them were weak. And there was also the



aura of a Yuanwu, so I thought that if my guess was correct, they were probably the four
great Zhen Guards of the Dragon Sect.

"We know, we know." Thousand Thunder and Thousand River smiled and

were excited because they could now survive. It was not easy to come by, and looking at

the corpses of Qian Hai and Qian Yu, the two of them breathed heavily as if they were

relieved, deep inside.

"Alright, wait for the Dragon Sect's four town guards to arrive, when the

time comes, if they ask about it, do you know what to say?" Lin Hao stared at the two of

them and asked, there was no threat in his tone, but the two people listening to him felt

the meaning beyond the words.

Looking at the two of them as if they understood, the corners of Lin Hao's
mouth lifted slightly, these two were not too stupid, also, if they were very stupid they

would have already become a corpse.

"We know what to say then. Let my senior brother say it later, my senior

brother knows a lot about these doorways, I'm afraid I'll say the wrong thing." Qian Lei

lifted Xian and said.

At the same time, he was also afraid that he had said the wrong thing, to
this point, if he said the wrong thing later, then it would really be, a life that he had easily
recovered was lost again.

At the same time, he also knew that if the other party kept talking about

the Thousand Clans, he was afraid that his clan's vanity would act up by then and say



something he shouldn't, at that time, it would be a death wish, so it would be better to

give his mellow senior brother the benefit of the doubt.

A thousand rivers also do not want to speak up then, after all, that position,
no matter what is said is wrong, he does not make mistakes. After all, the ghost gate just
came out, then go in again to take a trip, is not the heaven has a way not to go, hell has
no door to break ...... but the senior brother have said so, Qian He is not good to refuse, in
the end they are in front of Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regrets and the four town guards, and
not too much, if afterwards the senior brother to give himself small shoes, then really no

life ......

The four town guards came across the air and the three slowed down
significantly.

In fact, the first person to take off is Yang Hu, his speed is extremely fast,
followed by Taotie speed has to compete with Yang Hu some taste, but Yang Hu flew and

found that Yuan Wu did not come up, then the goodwill became bizarre, turned back to

find Qin Long face some ugly, is also after a long time to find over.

Taotie also snapped out of it.

Yuan Wu's speed and strength was the strongest and fastest among the four,
but with his once big brother falling from grace, it was impossible for Yuan Wu to just

abandon him, which is why he took his emotions into account and deliberately slowed

down.



After all, Qin Long's mentality had changed quite a bit, and Yuan Wu had

felt it. He didn't want to go out of his way to irritate Qin Long, there was no need for that.

The four of them flew for some time and came across the air. Qin Long's
face was as flat as water, having already changed his mood during this flight.

Yuan Wu looked down and found that Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren were
looking at them, and his speed increased straight away for a while.

"Lin Clan Master, Jun Clan Master." Yuan Wu shouted.

Chapter 1648

"He's fast!" Whoever behind him shouted out, causing the others to stare at Yuan Wu with

their eyes tightly.

A moment ago, Yuan Wu's speed had directly brought out his strongest

strength, his speed was incredibly fast.

As Taotie watched this scene, he couldn't help but look over towards Yang

Hu, and found that Yang Hu had a deep gaze, staring deadly at Yuan Wu, with a ruthless

energy in it. Taotie looked odd, unable to see what exactly he was trying to express.

"How can it be so strong?" Yang Hu said darkly. This speed was much faster

than his own.



Yuan Wu was worthy of being the first person within the Four Great Town
Guards to advance to Grand Master, and he was also someone who had participated in the

Great War, so I'm afraid that his sense of perception and all that was above them.

Although he himself had experienced battles over the years, it was a pity
that they were all to the point, and each time he could not fight a big battle, resulting in

occasional insights, but they were not battles of life and death, making it difficult to gain

more powerful comprehension. Therefore, the growth rate is faster than others, but there
are few substantial leaps.

Thinking of this, Yang Hu couldn't help but look at Taotie, Taotie had been

guarding outside the Daoist Ancient Sect for so many years, he must have gained a lot, it
seemed that when he had free time, he could ask Taotie about it, there might be an

unexpected harvest.

"Elder Yuan." When Jun Wu Ren saw Yuan Wu, although he knew it was

reasonable, he was still a little surprised, after all, it wasn't just Zhen Wu who had come

before them, there were also three other major Zhen Wu.

Looking at the existence he looked up to before, nowadays, although the

strength is also very strong, but compared to him and Lin Hao, it is still much weaker, and
in addition, with Lin Hao this time after dispatching the Hegemony Blade Sect a series of

accidents, on the way to gain a lot of insights, especially the word of the times, has been
lingering inside the mind.



There was also the incident of Cang Zhi, which turned out to have only just

popped up as a spearhead, such a matter he had to track down, and it was definitely not

practicable in the Dragon Sect, so he was prepared to follow Lin Hao to do this scavenger.

"Elder Yuan." Lin Hao followed suit and shouted, the Yuan Lao now looked

renewed, no longer in his previous drooping state, and his strength was gradually

solidifying.

Lin Hao once again looked at the other three and found that their strength
was not weak either, of which when he looked at Taotie, he found that his body contained
a very stable and very mysterious power within it, like a dao implant, and like a mutated

inner being, it was very strange, but it was something that Lin Hao was very curious

about, as it had a sense of closeness to him.

The moment the Taotie saw Lin Hao, he also felt this feeling, it was very
wonderful, except that both of them just glanced at each other before they both naturally

brushed it aside, completely like two strangers.

When he looked at Yang Hu again, he found that the man's hostility was

strong, very strong. Lin Hao wondered, he had seen Yang Hu's portrait and found that he

did not know Yang Hu at all, and was also very sure that Yang Hu did not know him, but
this Yang Hu's strong hostility, where exactly did it come from, was somewhat

inexplicable ......

Once again looking at Qin Long, as Jun Wu Regret said, Qin Long's
strength is the weakest, and his mental outlook is not very good either, giving a feeling of
chargelessness, which makes Lin Hao recall when Jun Wu Regret said his deeds, it is
inevitable that some people sigh.



The fall of a god is accompanied by all the silence.

How crazy was once, how desolate is the fall ......

Of course if this was placed on ? Land Grasshopper whisking land grasping

the Italian grasshopper? In general, it is a time of accomplishment, but when placed in

this kind of great war has only just begun, it seems a little...
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Lin Hao for a time unexpectedly do not know how to say this hero.

Qin Long, the four town guards inside the strongest existence at one time,
and now it is, the feeling of pale fall ultimately, the expression on the effort to pretend to

be the most prominent sense of responsibility, it seems very abrupt, no more like Yuan

Wu such a face of calm sense ......

Yuan Wu smiled gently and nodded knowingly. Then look at Qian He and

Qian Lei, these two people trembling, look very panic, once again look at the already

become corpses of Qian Hai and Qian Yu, he is also some regret, two great master ah, so
dead, this if put on the future war above, the terror can also cause a certain pressure on

the other side, right ......



The first thing you need to do is to look at the corpses of Qian Hai and Qian
Yu, the heart is thick with a sense of heartache, looking at Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, just
like looking at the two super losers, but unfortunately now the state of affairs has changed,
looking at the three Yuan Wu, he a peak innate patriarch, also embarrassed to lead the

rage, now the Dragon Gate? dyed er cover closed closed closed love whisk? The strongest

talker is no longer him, see the previous would have been not very submissive to their

own Yang Hu, now facing Yuan Wu, also do not quite dare to sharp, do not need to think

to know, their own time, far away ......

The first thing you need to do is to take away your heartache, Qin Long

said with no expression, "Jun Wu Regret, the head of the Jun family nowadays. I've heard
before that the Jun is a loyal and righteous clan, and now it seems to be true. Lin family

head. I feel saddened by what has happened to the Lin family, I also ask the Lin family not

to be too obsessed with the past, some things have passed, let them pass."

Lin Hao nodded in response, some things were in the past, nowadays there
wasn't much need to talk about it in front of an outsider screaming about pain and

sentimental sadness.

"Elder Qin, it's all in the past. I won't take it to heart too much." Lin Hao

opened his mouth and said, only to look at Jun Wu Rui, and found that Jun Wu Rui also

smiled lightly, inside his eyes this was not relief, but a kind of anger.

Family broken and passed lightly? Back then they couldn't, and they

couldn't! That was because they were weak, and now?

Not so!



Today they are strong, very strong, so this is something they can't swallow!

The Pale incident is not over!

Pale, who said he did all the bad things to be strong and to ascend, now
seems to be a total excuse for some people! What is this? No one came out to restrain

Cang, to help the evil-doer, how much of a deal was there, Lin Hao doesn't think or guess,
and Jun Wu Ren doesn't care nowadays! Deep love and righteousness, loyalty and filial

piety are difficult!

"Hey, it's not what we want to see when something like this happens." Yuan
Wu said alas.

"Well. We didn't come here to chatter about these things, but to talk about

the Baba Sect incident, and now the beheading of the Grand Master! Once the incident of
killing the Grand Master is exposed, I am afraid that the entire martial arts world will be

shaken." Yang Hu said.

Don't look at him as just a single-minded martial artist, but if he didn't
have any sense of the bigger picture, he wouldn't have been able to become one of the

Four Great Town Guards of the Dragon Sect, or else he would just be a simple reckless

man.

"Things have happened, there's no use rushing." Taotie stood out as

somewhat of a puller, but after saying a kind word, he agreed with Yang Hu and said

down the line, "Master Lin, Master Jun. I wonder what you two, what are you going to do

next? That Thousand Clan's Patriarch, Thousand Xingchen, has just come to us, and



although he has already left, he has come in a raging manner, and is definitely ready to

demand a statement."

Chapter 1650

Lin Hao knew that the four town guards must have come here for a purpose, and also

knew that if they caused such a thing, the Dragon Sect would definitely come, only that it
was the four town guards that came, and also that the Patriarch of the Thousand Clans

just sat straight down and went straight to the Dragon Sect, but well, the good thing was

that the two of them already knew enough information, which made them feel relieved in

their hearts.

"To think that the Thousand Clan's Patriarch, Thousand Xingchen, has
already gone to the Dragon Sect, I don't feel very sorry about this matter, ah. After all, if
there is anything, you can ask the people of the Thousand Clans first, instead of coming

up to question us, after all, the people of the Thousand Clans are right there." Jun Wu Ren

spoke.

When Taotie heard this, he couldn't help but look at Jun Wu Regret, at this
moment, Jun Wu Regret gave him the feeling that he was too sharp and his tone was

disrespectful, he had heard of Jun Wu Regret before, after all, Jun Wu Regret's strength
could be used as a War God alternative. For such a person, he, as one of the four town
guards, still needed to get to know him first, after all, they still needed to be the

gatekeepers.

The only way to get to know Jun Wuhui is through other people's stories,
such as being a man of great affection, a man of great righteousness, loyalty and filial

piety.



But today it seems that this person seems to be, and he imagined that there

are some differences in the person, some surprisingly wild, although not arrogant

introverted, but in front of their group of people wild posture, or some reservations,
although he knows that Jun Wu Regret words are not aimed at him, but such a tone, such
an attitude, but still let Taotie a time some unacceptable.

Qin Long looked at Jun Wu Ren, thought this kid than before to face them

from a lot, not like the previous meeting, he looks like a pilgrimage, now it is like seeing

an elder, or a peer, such a change of concept, Qin Long is unable to imagine what in the

end has happened here ......

Yang Hu frowned, this person is somewhat arrogant ah, no wonder the face
of their solicitation does not come, the original because of this. Thinking of this, he also
looked at the three Yuanwu, didn't they say that this person was a gentle and humble and

upright person?

Now it does not seem to be ......

"The Thousand Clans is a martial sect under the jurisdiction of the Dragon

Sect, and now that someone from the clan has been killed, it is his own duty to report to

us, and we have come to fulfill our duty." Yang Hu said, his expression grim.

Jun Wu Ren looked at Yang Hu, and without waiting for him to speak, Lin
Hao pulled Jun Wu Ren, signalling him not to say anything. Lin Hao could feel that Jun

Wu Regret had anger in his heart, but this anger was only temporary. He was angry
because he knew some secrets from Qianhe's mouth, secrets about his family's revenge,
that's why he was like that. After some days and time, when his emotions had stabilized,
he would never say such things, so Lin Hao did not then let Jun Wu Regret vent his anger,
after all, although the words he said when he was in an emotional state were the most



unpleasant at that time, but once he spoke and returned to his senses, he would regret it

afterwards. And Dragon Gate for Jun Wu Regret, will always be the Holy Church, this is
Jun Wu Regret philosophy from the beginning to the end can not change things, Lin Hao

also do not want to help him change, because people live have to have their own

beliefs ......

"The four town guards, our grudge with the Thousand Clans, you can ask

these two Grand Patriarch Elders of the Thousand Clans." Lin Hao said.

said? Xixi Yiye Er Shanshan? Finished and continued, "After all, they
caused the origin of the matter! And not us!

"Of course if you guys think we're at fault, we can probably talk about it

too. After all, it is clear to us why the Bastard Blade Sect was killed, and Brother Jun and

I have already submitted an application report to you and made a detailed statement to
submit afterwards, and there was no indiscriminate killing of innocents."
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